
 

 
Barjo Bespoke Car Cage Assembly Instructions 

 

Before starting the assembly please read the instructions fully. Barjo recommends  

the assembly or dismantling of dog cages should be carried out by only one person to 

prevent the possibility of trapping fingers. Folded flat dog cages are not toys and 

should not be played with by children. 

 

Barjo Cages & Guards Limited cannot accept responsibility for any damage incurred 

while fitting or from use of the dog cage. If the person assembling the dog cage has 

any doubt about the assembly, please contact a member of the team on Tel: 01189 

890 240 from Monday to Friday (09.00 – 17.00) or via email info@barjo.co.uk 

 

External Assembly 

1. Remove packaging and unfold the dog cage onto a clean flat surface. The front 

panel may have the lid attached. 

 

2. Raise the back panel and locate into the lower corner clips. Flex the panel and 

locate the centre clip, repeat with the remaining upper clip(s), weaving them 

into place.  

3. Locate the front panel and raise the lid. Align the flat plates on the lid to the 

plates on the back panel and secure each side with 6mm screw and wingnut. 

 

4. If a divider panel is supplied with the dog cage, place through the door, align 

the flat plates with the holes and secure with 6mm bolt and wingnut. 

 

5. To dismantle the dog cage, reverse the above operation. 

 

Congratulations your Barjo dog cage is now ready to use. 



 
 

Internal Assembly 

Owing to the design of some vehicles and to gain maximum floor space the vehicle is 

manufactured with a raised sill, therefore the dog cage must be assembled inside the 

vehicle. 

 

Barjo recommend that you first carry out the external assembly procedure outside the 

vehicle to gain experience of the dog cage’s assembly. 

 

Fold down rear seats, place dog cage flat into vehicle and assemble as above through 

the boot opening and rear passenger doors. With the dog cage in place, return seats 

to upright position.  

 

Dog Cage Escape Doors 

There are two different types of escape doors. It is important that you and your 

passengers are aware of the operation of these doors. It is also important that these 

doors are not obstructed and that they are opened or removed occasionally and 

moving parts (i.e. catches) lubricated with light oil. (WD40 OR 3 IN 1) 

 

1. Hinged Escape Door 

These are the same as the front entry doors and are opened by the slide bolt. In the 

event of an obstruction, to fully open, they will lift off from the hinges once slightly 

open. 

 

2. Lift Off Escape Door 

These doors are secured by a 6mm wing nut. To remove undo wing nut and lift door 

panel off. 

 

Emergency Window Stickers 

Your Barjo dog cage is fitted with escape doors. Barjo has received a report of the 

emergency services destroying a vehicle to gain access to the dogs in a dog cage as 

they could not gain access through the boot opening. The vehicle was fitted with 

escape doors but the Emergency Services were not aware. The enclosed stickers are 

to place in your vehicle rear side windows and Barjo strongly recommends you display 

these. 

 

Maintenance of Your Dog Cage 

To clean your dog cage, use a weak solution of waxed car shampoo then dry fully. 

With all moving parts treat with WD40 or a light machine oil.   


